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Typology of Code-mixing in EFL Learners’ Facebook Chatting Transcripts 

Ruth Victoria Ima Yulianingsih 

ABSTRACT 

The existence of Facebook as a social media networking on the internet 

raised up a new phenomenon toward the language use in a conversation 

called Computer-Mediated Communication (CMC). CMC refers to 

communication produced when humans interact with one another using 

computers (Herring, 2001). Language in CMC is treated as half-talking 

and half-writing since it shared some similarities of the both features. 

This condition then leads into the occurrence of spoken discourse 

phenomenon in CMC, which was called as code-mixing. Code-mixing 

refers to “all cases where lexical items and grammatical features from 

two languages appear in one sentence,” (Muysken, 2000, p. 1). This 

study was aimed to find out the types of code-mixing on Facebook 

chatting transcripts of 10 English Department students batch 2011 from 

Satya Wacana Christian University, Salatiga, Indonesia. The data 

collected were analyzed by using the typology of code-mixing 

framework as proposed by Muysken (2000). Findings showed that all of 

the typology of code-mixing such as: insertion, alternation, and 

congruent lexicalization were all found in the participants’ chatting 

scripts. From 71 instances analyzed, 60 instances (84.50%) 

corresponded as insertion, 9 instances (12.68%) were categorized as 

alternation, and 2 instances (2.82%) were classified as congruent 

lexicalization. 

 

Keywords: Computer-Mediated Communication (CMC), code-

switching, code-mixing, typology of code-mixing. 

 

 

A. INTRODUCTION 

 

The widespread of the internet gains great attention among people all around the 

world. Internet is like a bridge to another world which connects people to others by 

providing communication that has no space and time limit. The existence of the internet 

also promotes the emergence and popularity of computer mediated communication. 

Computer-Mediated Communication or CMC is communication produced when 

humans interact with one another using computers (Herring, 2001). According to Shafie 
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and Nayan (2013), computer based communication consists of “e-mail, online 

discussions, instant messenger, forum discussions, text messages, blogs, chat rooms, 

social network sites and any web-mediated communications which can be asynchronous, 

synchronous or the combination of both,” (p.189). 

The one which remains popular in this present time is social network sites, such as 

Facebook for instance. Facebook is a large online social network site with interesting 

feature of communication. It allows people to share moments and express their thoughts, 

feelings, and creativities through “Facebook status.” In addition, Facebook also provides 

a chat room where the user can enjoy ‘talking to’ other people without limitation of space 

and time. As many people praise the presence of Facebook as an online media of 

communication, some linguists believe that this communication via internet brings 

influences towards the language use, such as slang words, unconventional language, even 

the occurrence of spoken phenomenon discourse called code-switching and code-mixing 

in CMC. 

Code-switching is generally defined by Nilep (2006) as “practices involving the 

use of more than one language,” (p. 17), while code-mixing refers to “all cases where 

lexical items and grammatical features from two languages appear in one sentence,” 

(Muysken, 2000, p. 1). The occurrences of code-switching and code-mixing raise debate 

among some researchers that conduct studies regarding to these phenomena. Hammers & 

Blanc (2000) in Kim (2006) consider code-switching and code-mixing as signs of 

incompetence. However, Das (2012), Cheng (2003), and Shin (2010) believe code-

switching and code-mixing as positive phenomena that serve as strategies for bilingual 

speaker to overcome language hindrances they may encounter in a communication. 

The occurrence of code-switching and code-mixing on CMC gain great attention 

in the linguistics study. Some researchers have big interest and propose studies regarding 
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to these phenomena. Urbäck (2007) investigated types and reasons of Swedish-English 

code-switching in a bilingual forum discussion on the internet, Motheringdotcommune. 

The main data of this study were discussion threads from August 2003 until February 

2007. The threads were analyzed using Romaine’s (1989) and Klintborg’s (1999) types of 

code-switching framework. Findings of Urbäck’s study showed that types of code-

switching which had the highest number of occurrence were intra-sentential switching, 

followed by inter-sentential switching and tag-switching. The Swedish-English code-

switching itself was mostly in the form of insertion of short phrases and greeting 

expression because the participants, who were already comfortable using English, 

thought that English as an official language was more appropriate to use during the 

discussion in  Mothercommune. 

Futhermore, Cárdenas-Claros & Isharyanti (2009) conducted a study about code-

switching and code-mixing in internet among 12 male participants: 6 people were from a 

Latin America background and 6 people were from Indonesian background. The study 

was aimed to identify: (1) frequency of code-switching and code-mixing for both 

cultures; (2) topics that triggered code-switching and code-mixing in each culture; (3) 

topics common to both cultures and topics less likely to occur within both cultures; and 

(4) the most frequent code-mixing category among the participants . The main data in this 

study were transcripts collected through MSN Messenger with 20 instances of 

conversation in Indonesian and 20 instances of conversation in Spanish. 

Findings of Cárdenas-Claros & Isharyanti (2009) study showed that Indonesian 

speakers had higher number of alternations with 110 corresponded to code-switching and 

64 to code-mixing, while the Spanish-speaking participants had 119 alternations in total 

in which 81 corresponded to code-switching and 35 to code-mixing. Moreover, the 

language that most triggered code-switching occurrences was confirming and there were 
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some topics that most triggered code-switching among the participants, which were: 

farewells, computer-related terms, academics, and sports. In addition, the results of this 

study also showed that from 35 identified instances of Spanish-speaking participants, it 

was found that 32 instances corresponded as category of code-mixing insertion, 3 as 

alternation, but none of the occurrences were found to be congruent lexicalization. On the 

other hand, from 66 identified instances of Indonesian participants, it was found that 53 

instances were classified as insertion, 6 as alternation and 5 as congruent lexicalization.  

Another study related to code-mixing comes from Anuar & Hamid (2014). Anuar 

& Hamid (2014) study was aimed to examine: (1) the patterns of code-mixing, especially 

in the case of insertion at the morphological level from Facebook postings of the students 

from Kebangsaan Malaysia University; (2) reasons; and (3) functions of code-mixing. 

The main data of the research is the collection of 144 postings dated between January 

2012 and January 2013. The data is analyzed using the theory of code-mixing typology as 

proposed by Muysken (2000), 9 reasons of students’ code mixed by Alam (2006), and 8 

functions of code-mixing among students by Kanthimathi (2005). 

Results of Anuar & Hamid (2014) study suggested that Malay language is lack of 

congruence in the case of English plural form (-s) and continuous form (-ing). From the 

identified data, it is found that most of the students inserted the suffixes of English plural 

(-s) and continuous (-ing) into Malay lexical items. In the investigation of reasons of 

code-mixing, it is found that 5 reasons, such as: spontaneous, drawing the attention of 

others, showing off, taking the advantage of knowing a separate language, and the lack of 

translation equivalent become the main reasons of why the students mixed their code, 

while in the examination of code-mixing functions, out of 8 functions proposed by 

Kanthimati (2005), only 4 functions were identified: attitudinal, directive, socializing and 

referential functions. 
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The studies of code-switching and code-mixing, especially the ones which were 

proposed by Cárdenas-Claros & Isharyanti (2009) and Anuar & Hamid (2014) are 

purposely reviewed since these studies share some important similarities with this paper. 

The first similarity is this study had a similar aim to Cárdenas-Claros & Isharyanti (2009) 

and Anuar & Hamid (2014) study, which is to examine code-mixing on CMC. Second, 

this research paper also employed Muysken (2000) typology of code-mixing framework 

which is previously used in Cárdenas-Claros & Isharyanti (2009) and Anuar & Hamid 

(2014) studies. By contrast, the difference between this paper and the previous study 

relies on the research object. Anuar & Hamid (2014) examine the Facebook postings, but 

this paper focuses on examining Facebook chatting transcripts as the main research object 

to be investigated later. 

As the phenomenon of code-switching and code-mixing in CMC gains greater 

attention in the linguistic research field, the researcher of this paper wants to focus more 

on the code-mixing phenomenon and propose a research question: “What are the 

typology of code-mixing occurred in the participants Facebook chatting transcripts?” 

Therefore, the objective of this study is to investigate the typology of code-mixing in the 

Facebook chatting transcripts. 

As the number of research regarding to Indonesian-English typology of code-

mixing on CMC may be limited, this study is significant to be conducted hopefully in 

order to give beneficial contribution to the linguistics study of Indonesian-English code-

mixing and to help raising awareness that code-mixing in CMC is not a phenomenon that 

should be taken for granted since it serves as strategies of communication. 
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B. REVIEW OF LITERATURE 

 

1. Computer-Mediated Communication 

Computer-Mediated Communication (CMC) is a communication among people 

using computer as the medium (Herring 1996, in Huang 2009). According to Crystal 

(2004), CMC consists of Electronic mail (e-mail), Virtual worlds, World Wide Web 

(WWW), and Chat groups which are then divided into two types, synchronous and 

asynchronous. Cárdenas-Claros and Isharyanti (2009) make points that synchronous 

communication is “interaction that takes place in real time…” while asynchronous 

communication means “interaction that allows CMC users to access the media at a 

different time,” (p. 7). CMC in facts is a “hybrid” language, which is “seen as displaying 

a mix between features of written and spoken language” (Hinrichs, 2006, p. 19) or in 

other words CMC is a “newborn” communication which lies on a line between spoken 

and written. 

Since CMC is treated as half talking and half writing, it has several major 

differences from face-to-face communication as Crystal (2004) proposed in his book 

“Language and the Internet.” First, time lag rarely occurs in face to-face-communication, 

but it always presents in CMC. In face-to-face communication, utterances and responses 

from both speakers are overlapped (Hård af Segerstad, 2004), unlike in CMC in which 

speech exchanges do not always happen simultaneously. 

Second, face-to-face communication is rich of extralinguistic aspects while CMC 

is not. Extralinguistic aspects include facial expressions and gestures to convey speakers’ 

thoughts and feelings (Crystal, 2004). Since extralinguistic aspects are absent in CMC, 

smileys or emoticon are used to refer to “the usage of textual expressions that correspond 

to the writers’ frame of mind or facial expression (Cvjetkovic, 2010, p. 22), such as  to 
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indicate pleasure or humor, or  to indicate sadness or dissatisfaction (Crystal, 2004, p. 

37). 

The last major difference is that face-to-face communication has a unique feature 

called prosody, like intonation, loudness, tempo, rhythm, and other tones of voice which 

cannot be found in CMC. The absence of prosody on CMC is then overcome by 

exaggerating the use of spelling, punctuation marks, and also capitals to emphasize the 

tone of voice (shouting, rising intonation, etc), such as ‘aaaaahhhhh’, ‘no more!!!!!’, ‘I 

SAID NO’ (Crystal, 2004, p. 35). 

 

2. Language Phenomenon in CMC 

Computer-mediated language is less correct, complex, and coherent than standard 

written language (Herring, 2001). CMC language brings great influences to the language 

use in several areas, such as lexical, graphological, and grammatical features. 

In the area of lexical feature, CMC language influences are in forms of 

combination of two separate words, extension of lexical suffixes, and abbreviation. First 

is the combination of two separate words. It is a new word which is formed from the 

union of two different words (Crystal, 2004:82). Crystal also proposed some examples of 

the coined words, such as ‘webcam’, ‘mouseclick’, ‘wetware’ means “brain” and 

‘webhead’ means “Web addict.” 

Second is the extension of lexical suffixes or which is meant by the overusing of 

lexical suffixes which is exaggeratedly added or attached to some words in order to create 

new terms in a language. Crystal (2004, p. 84) gave examples, like the use of –ity in 

‘dubiosity’ (dubious), even the suffix –itude and –en plural are also used in ‘winnitude’ 

hackitude’, ‘matrixen’ and ‘bixen’ (users of ‘BIX’, an information exchange system). 
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The third is the emergence of “unique” abbreviations or acronyms. The examples 

of abbreviation on the internet language given by Crystal (2004, p. 85) are: ‘asap’ which 

stands for “as soon as possible”, ‘cu’ for “see you”, ‘wu’ for “what’s up”, and also the 

occurrence of rebuses in which the numeral acts as a syllable of words, like ‘f2f’ for 

“face-to-face”, and ‘j4f’ for “just for fun”. 

In the graphological area, CMC language influences the use of capitalization, 

spelling, and punctuation. In CMC, capitalization is indicated emphasis or ‘flaming’ 

(Crystal, 2004, p. 87), such as: ‘This is a VERY important point’ or ‘I AM HERE NOW!!!’ 

(Cvjetkovic,  2010, p. 14). 

For the spelling case, Cvjetkovic (2010) suggests some spelling phenomena that 

commonly happen in CMC, like mixing of lower-case and capitals and unconventional or 

spoken like-spelling. In the case of mixing lower-case and capitals, the Internets users are 

“being innovative and ‘play around’ with language” (Cvjetkovic, 2010, p. 15) by 

combining lower-case and capitals exaggeratedly, like ‘anyone from 

GeEeEeEeCe????!!!’ [= Anyone from Greece?] or ‘i am so CooOOooL’ [= I am so cool.]. 

Unconventional or spoken-like spelling also happens in CMC since the language 

use in CMC resembles language use in face-to-face communication. Again, Cvjetkovic 

(2010, p. 15) proposed some examples of the spoken-like spelling: ‘wanna see me 

live???????’ instead of ‘Want to see me live?’ or ‘gotta go now byeeee’ instead of ‘Got 

to go now. Bye.’ 

The last case in the graphological area is the use of punctuation. Random and 

unusual combination punctuations often appear in CMC to express pauses, like ellipsis 

dots (…), repeated hyphens (---), or random use of punctuation such as !!!!!!!! (Crystal, 

2004, p. 89). The common one is the use of asterisk as the “mark imaginary actions or 

facial expressions” (Crystal, 2004, p. 90), for instance: *grin*, *groan* 
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In the area of grammatical feature, CMC language influence is in forms of 

reduction in subject pronoun and omission of verb phrase. In the first case, the subject or 

the pronoun in the sentence is omitted. The examples proposed by Cvjetkovic (2010) are: 

‘[Ø] must go now,,, [Ø] tired’  for “I must go now” and ‘[Ø] donno’ for “I don’t know,” 

(p.19). While in the second case, the verb phrase in a sentence is neglected, such as ‘[Ø] 

weirdo :P’ which is used to replace “You are a weirdo” and ***[Ø] anyone [Ø]????*** 

instead of  “Does anyone want to chat?” (Cvjetkovic 2010, p. 20) 

 

3. Code-switching and Code-mixing in CMC 

On the other hand, language in CMC does not merely bring impact to the area of 

lexical, graphological, and grammatical features. Since CMC is considered as half talking 

and half writing, several studies in computer mediated communication area unceasingly 

discuss about the emergence of spoken discourse phenomenon that often occur on CMC 

called code-switching and code-mixing. 

Das & Gambäck (2013) underline code-mixing as “referring to the cases where 

the language changes occur inside a sentence (which also sometimes is called intra-

sentential code-switching),” while code-switching as “the more general term and in 

particular use it for inter-sentential phenomena,” (p. 42). 

 

3.a. Code-switching 

In the study of code-switching, generally, this phenomenon covers three main 

types as pointed out by Appel & Muysken (2006): tag switches, intra-sentential switches, 

and inter-sentential switches. Appel & Muysken (2006, p. 118) stated that tag switches 

involve “an exclamation, a tag, or a parenthetical in another language than the rest of the 

sentence”, like bahasa Indonesia tag switching in an English sentence: “Oh Gosh! Pusing 
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gini ngeliatin komputer mlulu [I’m dizzy watching the computer continuously].” 

(Novianti, 2013, p. 6). 

The second type is intra-sentential switches, often called code-mixing, which 

occurs in the middle of a sentence (Appel & Muysken 2008). The example of intra-

sentential switches is: “But it’s sort of like ‘n bietjie van dit en ‘n bietje van dat [But it’s 

sort of like a bit of this and a bit of that]” (Hammers & Blanc, 2000, as cited in van Dulm, 

2007). 

The third type is inter-sentential switches. According to Appel & Muysken (2006, 

p. 118), inter-sentential switches are “switches occur between sentences, as their name 

indicates” when “one sentence is followed by another sentence in a different language” 

(Chen, 2007, p. 20). The example is English-Portuguese switches as proposed by Jalil 

(2009): “Yeah, I don’t know o meu lugar nesse mundo… [I don’t know my place in this 

world…] so, something that is weird, like a, likea, I guess it’s,” (p. 9). 

 

3.b. Code-mixing 

Similar to code-switching, code-mixing or switch that happens within a sentence, 

also has several typologies. Muysken (2000) proposed three typologies of code-mixing, 

which are: insertion, alternation, and congruent lexicalization. The explanation of each 

typology of code-mixing is explained in these following figures: 
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Figure 1. Insertion in code-mixing taken from Muysken (2000, p.7) 

 

The first typology of code-mixing is insertion. Insertion is refers to material 

embedding from “one language into a structure from the other language,” (Muysken, 

2000, p. 3). Figure 1 shows that insertion is a situation in which “a single constituent B 

(with words from the same language) is inserted into a structure defined by language A, 

with words ‘a’ from that language,” (Muysken, 2000, p. 7). In this case ‘a’ belongs to 

lexical items of the first language, while ‘b’ belongs to lexical items of the second 

language. The example of insertion is “tergantung team, terus juga tergantung event [It 

depends on the team and on the event]”, as proposed by Cárdenas-Claros & Isharyanti 

(2009, p. 70). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2. Alternation in code-mixing taken from Muysken (2000, p. 7) 

A B A 

… a … … b … ... a ... 

... a … ... b ... 

A B 
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The second typology of code-mixing is alternation. Alternation refers to a switch 

between two languages within a sentence. Figure 2 which is proposed by Muysken 

(2000) explains that alternation is a condition when “a constituent from language A (with 

words from the same language) is followed by a constituent from (with words from that 

language) in which the language of the constituent dominating A and B is unspecified,” (p. 

8). An example of English-Indonesian alternation is proposed by Cárdenas-Claros & 

Isharyanti 2009: “I mean, ganti ke kalimat laen [I mean, change it to another sentence],” 

(p. 70). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3. Congruent lexicalization in code-mixing taken from Muysken (2000, p. 8) 

 

The last typology of code-mixing is congruent lexicalization. Congruent 

lexicalization is defined as “a situation where the two languages share a grammatical 

structure which can be filled lexically with elements from either language,” (Muysken, 

2000, p. 6). Figure 3 illustrates that congruent lexicalization is a situation when “the 

grammatical structure is shared by languages A and B, and words from both languages ‘a’ 

and ‘b’ are inserted more or less randomly”, (Muysken, 2000, p. 8). The example of 

congruent lexicalization is “Software gua buat convert file wav jadi mp3 gua uda expired 

... a … ... a … ... b … ... b … 
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[My software for converting wav files to mp3s has expired]”, (Cárdenas-Claros & 

Isharyanti 2009, p. 71). 

In addition, Muysken (2000) proposed transition zone among insertion, 

alternation, and congruent lexicalization. Insertion is usually may involve short 

constituents from another language, such as nouns, verbs, or adjectives, However, when it 

comes to longer fragment, the condition is no longer considered as insertion, but 

alternation because “insertion of longer fragment leads to increasingly more complete 

activation of the second grammar,” (Muysken, 2000, p. 10). 

On the other hand, alternation that is considered to happen “only on the top node” 

may lead into congruent lexicalization when “all or most nodes are shared between the 

two languages,” (Muysken, 2000, p. 10). The last is insertion may be considered as 

congruent lexicalization when there is “a gradual shift from one base language to shared 

structure and on to the other base language…,” (Muysken, 2000, p.10).  
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 C. THE STUDY 

  

1. Context of the Study 

The context of the study was one of social networking, Facebook. Facebook was 

chosen because it was a large social network whose presence is quite popular as the 

media of communication. This study focused more on Facebook chat room, a feature that 

allows the users to have online conversation in order to exchange the information with 

other people all around the world without a limitation of time or space. 

Facebook chat room was used to be the context of this study for it was considered 

as a synchronous CMC in which the conversation took place in a real time. Since the 

conversation happened in a real time, the languages used in the chat room was considered 

as half-talking and half-writing for they shared some similarities with face-to-face 

communication. One of the similarities found was the occurrence of spoken discourse 

phenomenon called code-mixing. 

From this situation, Facebook chat room was assumed to be a helpful context to 

get data (the chatting transcripts) for this research which was aimed to study the typology 

of code-mixing. 

 

2. Data and Participants 

The main data in this study were 10 Facebook chatting transcripts. The length of 

the transcripts in this study varied depending on the topics of the conversation. Chatting 

transcripts with academic-related topic, such as talking about college assignments or 

activities mostly had longer length compared to chatting transcripts with other topics, like 

music making. 
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The study was conducted at English Department, Satya Wacana Christian 

University, Salatiga, Indonesia, with a consideration of the accessibility to get 

participants. The participants were 10 English Department Faculty of Language and 

English Language Education Program students batch 2011, consisting of 7 females and 3 

males aged 20 to 23. 

Since the participants are selected purposely, therefore, some criteria were set up 

to determine the participants. The first criterion was the participants should be bilinguals 

(Indonesian-English). Second, the participants used the chat feature frequently. The last 

criterion was the participants should have chatted in Facebook using code-mixing of 

Indonesian-English.   

Due to the participants’ privacy, the researcher asked the participants’ permission 

to use their Facebook chatting transcipts to be analyzed. In addition, the researcher 

provided a consent form for each participant as an agreement to protect the participants’ 

privacy. 

 

3. Data Collection Instrument and Procedure 

The main data in this research were Facebook chatting transcripts. In order to 

obtain Facebook chatting transcripts, the researcher contacted the participants first and 

explained the aim of the research. Second, the participants were asked to copy their 

chatting histories, transferred them into chatting transcripts and handed the transcripts to 

the researcher. The last step, the researcher provided consent forms for the participants as 

an agreement to protect the participants’ privacy regarding to this study. 
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4. Data Analysis Procedure 

 After collecting Facebook chatting transcripts, the next step was organizing and 

profiling the transcripts. The transcripts were grouped based on the date of the chat and 

what topics were discussed in the chat. The topics in chatting transcripts 1-4 were about 

college assignments, 5-7 were about English Department annual drama performance, and 

8-10 were about other topics, such as clarifying misunderstanding between two best 

friends, conversation about social networking, and music composing.  

After organizing and profiling, the scripts were then analyzed based on the 

framework of typology of code-mixing as proposed by Muysken (2000). Considering that 

the data were analyzed in terms of sentence and phrase structure, it was needed to 

determine the unit analysis to avoid confusion. In this study the unit of analysis was 

decided through the turns in the chatting scripts. Each turn was counted as one sentence 

(see Appendix 3, page 36). 

In this stage of data analysis, the researcher also had a second rater, who was an 

English Department student that had passed Sociolinguistics course with A grade, to do 

the analysis of code-mixing categorization in order to obtain more than 50% inter-rater 

reliability for the data analysis. The result of the inter-rater reliability reached 85%. Based 

on the researcher and the second rater analyses, only the analyses with the same results 

were used in this study, while the analyses with different results were not included to 

avoid the subjectivity and invalid data in the analysis. The last step after analyzing the 

data was to draw a brief conclusion to summarize the whole research findings. 
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D. FINDING AND DISCUSSION 

 

This part provides analyses of typology of code-mixing in the participants’ 

Facebook chatting transcripts based on Muysken (2000) theory. Across the whole data 

analyzed, it was found that all the three typology of code-mixing proposed by Muysken 

(2000) occurred in the participants’ chatting scripts. The occurrences of code-mixing 

typology are presented in the table below. 

 

Table1.  

Number and Percentages of Occurrences of Code-mixing Typology Based on Muysken 

(2000) 

Typlogy of code-mixing Number of occurrences Percentage 

Insertion 60 84.50% 

Alternation 9 12.68% 

Congruent lexicalization 2 2.82% 

Total 71 100% 

 

Findings presented in the table above indicated that from 71 instances analyzed, 

60 instances (84.50%) may correspond as insertion, 9 instances (12.68%) may classified 

as alternation, and 2 (2.82%) instances may fit into congruent lexicalization category. 

 

1. Insertion 

Insertion is the typology of code-mixing that has the highest number of 

occurrence with 60 instances (84.50%). According to Muysken (2000), insertion refers to 
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material embedding from “one language into a structure from the other language,” (p. 3).  

The explanations of code-mixing typology insertion are presented in the analyses below. 

 

Excerpt 1 

 

DM: Nih ak kirim worksheet 2 nya yah 

Here I send worksheet 2 yeah 

 ‘Here I send the worksheet 2, yeah’ 

 

Excerpt 1 demonstrates a sample of insertion. In this excerpt, an English noun 

related to academics term ‘worksheet’ is attached into a structure in Bahasa Indonesia. 

Therefore, this example is categorized into insertion since it fulfills the criterion in which 

a single constituent B (the English noun ‘worksheet’) is inserted into a structure in 

language A (the sentence in Bahasa Indonesia). 

 

Excerpt 2 

 

GD: Aku ambil dr website game yang buat angry birds 

 I took from website game which for angry birds 

 ‘I took it from a website game which is for angry birds’ 

 

Excerpt 2 shows another sample of insertion. The italicized part, ‘website game,’ 

is considered as English noun phrase that is inserted into a sentence structure in Bahasa 

Indonesia. Therefore, ‘website game’ is classified in this categorization for it fulfills the 

criteria of insertion in which English single constituent (the B language) is inserted into a 

sentence in Bahasa Indonesia (the structure in A language). On the other hand, ‘angry 

birds’ here is not considered as a phenomenon of code-mixing. ‘Angry birds’ is a proper 

noun case in both English and Bahasa Indonesia. 
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 From the whole data analyzed, insertion has the highest number of occurrences 

probably because the insertional mixing in the participants’ chatting transcripts was 

mostly triggered by the topics of their conversation. Since the topics are generally about 

college assignments, drama production, music composing and also including another 

minor topic such as internet and social networking, the embedded English elements found 

in the transcripts were mostly words or phrases that deal with academics or computer-

related terms (e.g.: worksheet, website game, etc) and other terms related to the drama 

production and music composing such as: costume, cast, intro, pre chorus, etc (see 

Attachment 3, page 36). 

In addition, the insertion found in the transcripts were also including English 

words that the participants already familiar with (e.g.: nightmare, prepare, and famous) to 

substitute the terms in Bahasa Indonesia ‘mimpi buruk,’ ‘persiapan,’ and ‘terkenal’ and 

this may due to the participants’ creativity in mixing two different languages to impress 

their interlocutors. The participants might have intentions to impress their interlocutors 

probably because they wanted to create special effect in their conversation. One of the 

examples is Excerpt 56 in Appendix 3, page 32: SP: ‘Hahahha ya aku kan famous yang 

[Laughing. Yes. I’m famous, babe]’ might show that SP wanted to entertain his 

interlocutor (his girlfriend) and create humorous statement by mixing English adjective 

‘famous’ instead of using Bahasa Indonesia term ‘terkenal.’ 

Another reason of the insertional code-mixing may due to the lack of facility case 

in Bahasa Indonesia. The lack of facility case could be found in Excerpt 52 (Attachment 

3, page 34): SP: ‘Kirain lookup lsg, trnyata ketik dlu.’ The italicized English word was 

more than just social media-related term. The insertion of ‘lookup’ was probably 

triggered because there was no term with equal meaning to convey the meaning of 

‘lookup’ in Bahasa Indonesia. Therefore, it could be concluded that the lack of facility to 
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convey a particular term in another language might cause the insertional code-mixing to 

happen in the participants’ Facebook chatting transcripts besides the insertion of 

equivalence in Bahasa Indonesia lexical items and the insertion of technical words of a 

field. 

 

2. Alternation 

Alternation which refers to a switch between two languages within a sentence is 

placed at the second rank in the occurrences of code-mixing in participants’ Facebook 

chatting scripts with 9 instances (12.68%) corresponded to this category. Further 

explanations of the code-mixing typology of alternation are presented in the analyses 

below.  

 

Excerpt 3 

 

GD: Aku gk mau ada masalah and you are my best buddy. 

 I don’t want a problem and you are my best buddy 

 ‘I don’t want there is a problem (between us) and you are my best buddy’ 

 

Excerpt 3 provides a sample of alternation. GD used Bahasa Indonesia ‘Aku gk 

mau ada masalah’ at the beginning of her statement, but then she switched into English 

‘and you are my best buddy’ in the halfway of the statement when GD tried to emphasize 

that the reason she did not want to have a problem was because she and the interlocutor 

were best friends. Hence, this situation is categorized as alternation because a constituent 

from the language A, which is Bahasa Indonesia, is followed by another constituent from 

language B, the English language. 
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Excerpt 4 

HB: Kostum tu dah bikin konsep dan harus re design just because pak ‘S’ thought that 

their ideas were not so artistic 

 Costume has made concept and must re design just because pak ‘S’ thought that 

their ideas were not so artistic 

 ‘The costume (crews) has made a concept and must re-design just because Mr. ‘S’ 

thought that their ideas were not so artistic’ 

  

Alternation is also occurred in Excerpt 4 when the HB was explaining Mr. ‘S’ 

domination action toward the drama costume crews. HB used Bahasa Indonesia ‘Kostum 

tu dah bikin konsep dan harus…’ at the beginning of his statement, but he then altered 

into English ‘…re design just because pak ‘S’ thought that their ideas were not so 

artistic’ in the end his statement when HB emphasized to his interlocutor the reason why 

the costume crews had to re-design their concept. Hence, Excerpt 4 fulfills the criteria of 

alternation because the switch happens within a sentence in which a constituent from 

Bahasa Indonesia is followed by a constituent form English language. 

 

Based on the analyzed data, alternation occurred less than insertion probably 

because the switches into language B (English) in the halfway of statements in language 

A (Bahasa Indonesia) were only triggered when the participants wanted to emphasize or 

stress important points in their conversation, like in Excerpt 3 and also to give personal 

criticism toward someone else based on the personal observation that ever done by the 

participants (Excerpt 4). 
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3. Congruent lexicalization 

 

Congruent lexicalization is the typology of code-mixing that occurred the least in 

the analyzed data with 2 instances (2.82%) fit into this category. Generally, congruent 

lexicalization defined as “a situation where the two languages share a grammatical 

structure which can be filled lexically with elements from either language,” (Muysken, 

2000, p. 6). Further explanations of congruent lexicalization in the participants’ Facebook 

chatting transcripts are presented in the analysis below. 

 

Excerpt 5 

 

AM: Itu kan confirm sm dir jg iboooo 

 That (filler) confirm with director also mom 

 ‘That also (should be) confirmed to the director, Mom’ 

 

  Excerpt 5 demonstrates an illustration of congruent lexicalization because there 

are back-and-forth switches in the above example. At the beginning of the sentence, AM 

used Bahasa Indonesia ‘Itu kan…,’ then she altered into English ‘confirm.’ After that she 

switched into Bahasa Indonesia ‘sama,’ then went back to English ‘director (dir),’ and 

finally switched into Bahasa Indonesia again ‘jg iboooo.’   Therefore, the above example 

is categorized as congruent lexicalization because the matrix language in of the sentence 

is unidentified for the grammar in the sentence above is shared by two languages, English 

(A language) and Bahasa Indonesia (B language), and is lexically filled with elements 

from either language. 
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Excerpt 6 

 

HB: But people usually got irritated kan saat their precious and well-thought ideas 

tau2 di kritik 

But people usually got irritated (filler) when their precious and well-thought idea 

suddenly criticized 

 ‘But people usually got irritated when their precious and well-thought ideas are 

suddenly criticized’ 

  

Excerpt 6 may indicate another sample of congruent lexicalization. There are 

several switches in the sentence in Excerpt 6. At the beginning of his statement, HB used 

English ‘But people usually got irritated…,’ in the middle he altered into Bahasa 

Indonesia ‘kan saat,’ after that, he switched back again into English ‘their precious and 

well-thought ideas,’ and in the final of the statement HB altered back again into Bahasa 

Indonesia ‘tau2 di kritik.’ Hence, Excerpt 6 is classified under the category of congruent 

lexicalization because the matrix language is unidentified for the grammar in the sentence 

above is shared by two languages, English (A language) and Bahasa Indonesia (B 

language), and is lexically filled with elements from either language.  

 

Congruent lexicalization or the switching back-and-forth is the least occurred 

types across the whole data analyzed. Unlike insertion and alternation, the switching 

back-and-forth in the identified transcripts did not triggered by topic or the participants’ 

intention to emphasize important parts in the conversation, but probably it happened 

because the participants probably randomly inserted lexical item from language B 

(English) into a structure in language A (Bahasa Indonesia). These random insertions 

might be caused by the participants’ unconscious switching when they were having 

conversation with their interlocutors. These random insertions then led into congruent 
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lexicalization in which the base language of a sentence could not be determined since the 

sentence shared the grammatical structure between the language A and B (Bahasa 

Indonesia and English) like what already presented in Excerpt 5 and 6. 

 

 Among the three typology of code-mixing, insertion probably was the easiest type 

to do, followed by alternation and congruent lexicalization. Insertion was the easiest one 

might be because the insertion of B lexical item was not bring a big impact to the 

grammatical structure of s sentence in language A. The B lexical items were just simply 

embedded into sentences in language A to substitute some lexical items in A language. 

 On the other hand, alternation and congruent lexicalization had higher difficulty 

level than insertion might due to the involvement of grammatical structure of both 

languages. The code-mixing alternation was usually happen in the halfway of a sentence. 

It needed high competency to directly switch from a constituent of language A to a 

constituent of language B in order to create a united sentence from the two constituents of 

both languages. Similar thing also happened to congruent lexicalization. The switches 

back-and-forth that happened in a sentence were needed to follow the grammatical 

structure of each language so that the shared structure could be filled lexically either from 

language A or B.  
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E. CONCLUSION 

 

 This study aimed at finding out the typology of code-mixing that occurred in 

Faculty of Language and Literature students’ Facebook chatting scripts. The results 

showed that the three typology of code-mixing as proposed by Muysken (2000), such as: 

insertion, alternation, and congruent lexicalization were all found in the participants’ 

chatting scripts. From the whole data analyzed, findings showed that insertion had the 

highest number of occurrence (84.50%) followed by alternation (12.68%) and congruent 

lexicalization (2.82%). 

 Insertion types in this study were mostly triggered by the topic in the participants’ 

Facebook chatting scripts. English terms in form of words or short phrases that were 

related to academics matter, drama production, music composing and also internet and 

social networking were found to be embedded into the participants’ sentences in Bahasa 

Indonesia.  

On the other hand, insertion might also trigger because the participants already 

familiar to some terms in English (e.g.: nightmare, famous, etc). These already-familiar 

terms were then embedded into sentences in Bahasa Indonesia to impress the 

participants’ interlocutors in order to give special effect in a conversation. Moreover, 

insertion was also occurred because of the lack facility in one language. Thus, when a 

particular term was available in B language only and did not have an equivalent term to 

be conveyed in A language (e.g.: lookup), insertion of B lexical items into a structure in 

A language might happen. 

In the case of alternation, this one generally may be triggered when the 

participants used to emphasize or stress important points in their conversation like 

clarifying misunderstanding for instance and also to give personal criticism based on the 
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personal observation that the participants had done. The last types was congruent 

lexicalization that occurred the least probably due to the randomly insertion of B 

language into structure in A language that then lead switching back-and-forth and made a 

sentence lost its matrix language for it shared grammatical structure from both languages. 

Among the three types of code-mixing, insertion is the easiest one to do for 

insertion was just a matter of embedding B lexical items into sentence structures of A 

language, while alternation and congruent lexicalization were considered more 

complicated for these types of code-mixing did include the involvement of grammatical 

structure use of both languages. 

 Based on the result and the whole analysis, this study suggested an implication 

that the occurrences of insertion, alternation, and congruent lexicalization might indicate 

that code-mixing was not an indication of language deficiency but code-mixing serve as 

communication strategies and language creativity to show the participants’ intention to 

emphasize an important point in a conversation, to impress their interlocutors and also to 

express particular terms related to the topics of their conversation such as: academics 

matter, computer and social networking, drama production, and music composing. 

As the research was done within a limited data collection period and concentrated 

on 10 students angkatan 2011 of Faculty of Language and Literature, this study could 

only give limited discussion of the typology of code-mixing on Facebook chatting. 

Therefore, the future study can be conducted in a longer data collection period in order to 

allow the researcher to discuss wider topics regarding to Indonesian-English code-mixing 

and include more participants to get richer data for the research. 
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APPENDIX 1 

Consent Form of the Research 

 

        FAKULTAS BAHASA DAN SASTRA 

            Universitas Kristen Satya Wacana 

Jl. Diponegoro 52-60, Salatiga 50711, Indonesia 

                Phone: (62-298) 321212 ext. 214, 312120 Fax: (62-298) 312120 

    Website: http//fll.uksw.edu/ 

 

 

Consent Form 

For Participating as the Subject in a Study of Functions of Code-switching on 

Facebook Chat Room 

 

Please tick the appropriate boxes        

          Yes  No 

 

1. I have understood what the research project is about.  

2. I have been given the opportunity to ask questions about the project. 

3. I agree to take part in the project. Taking part in this project will include  

giving scripts or screen shots of my personal Facebook chatting and 

may include being interviewed. 

4. I understand my personal details such as real name and phone number 

     will not be revealed to people outside the project. 

5. I understand that my words on the chatting scripts or chatting screen shots 

     will be quoted in this research outputs. 

 

After reading the consent form, I agree to participate as the subject of this study. 

 

Salatiga, ________ 2015 

 

 

  Participant       Researcher 

 

______________________     _____________________ 
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APPENDIX 2 

Table of Complete Lists of Typology of Code-mixing 

 

Insertion 

1. DM: Nih ak kirim worksheet 2 nya yah 

2. AV: Nightmare sebelum drama... 

3. GD: Aku ambil dr website game yang buat angry birds 

4. PR: Aku blm prepare ekh. . 

5. SP: Hahahha ya aku kan famous yang 

6. WM: Ini pnya kelompokku m****g, maaf br online 

7. WM: M****g, bisa minta pptnya portfolio sm journal gk? 

8. WM: M****g, ini filenya. 

9. WM: Aku cb krm lwt email dlu sklian jelasin ke m**nya... 

10. WM: Hopeless dah aku may... 

11. WM: Sorry m****g, ak nda ada pulsa jd gk bales  

12. DM: Wehehehehhe,ini ak barusan udah bs log in. 

13. DM: Ih ak kirim worksheet 2 nya yah. 

14. WM: Hehehehe deadline gk ada kan?  

15. PP: Ini lesson plan sm pptnya... 

16. FY: P****tt, itu attachmentnya mau dibikin kecil2 tak?? 

17. FY: Maksudnya dicopy ke LP skaliaann?? 

18. GD:  Cara buat teaching reflection awalnya gmn? 

19. TC: Km udh bkin teaching statement? 

20. TC: Itu jg pake literature review? 

21. GD: Aku ambil dr website game yang buat angry birds 

22. GD: Soalnya mereka buat website buat fun education gt 

23. GD: Annotated bibliography sampe yang keberapa? ? 

24. AG: Drama critanya da fix gitu doang? 

25. AG: Emm.. enaknya part yang mana ya? 

26. AG: Conflictnya udah dapet ya? 

27. AG: Lhahh malah disconnect internetku 

28. AG: Mungkin kurang bumbu penyedap dikit heheh biar keliatan intense heheheh 

29. PR: Btw, drama kan msh lama. . 

https://www.facebook.com/fredayandi
https://www.facebook.com/gabriella.danica
https://www.facebook.com/gabriella.danica
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30. PR: Skr focus toefl dulu. . 

31. PR: Aku blm prepare ekh. . 

32. ME: Yg pegang foto2 buat cast n crew calling spa? 

33. ME: Wah, masa aku ditulis di post-nya yg bandel2 doang  

34. ME: Enggak yo  selain bandel, gini2 aku yg 'nyuci otaknya' ***i wktu D-day 1 

35. ME: Aku: trus knpa kmu kliatan stress? 

36. ME: ini panggungmu, kmu udah tampil di sini sejak GR 1. 

37. AV: Kemaren baru download versi play nya sweeny todd dan blm smpet aq 

tnton.. 

38. ME: Aku ga bakalan terima klo smpe sweeney todd lgpla jgn, cast-nya nnti cma 

dkit 

39. AV: Pikir q mau bikin yg bukan musical aja..tp kok nya takut e nanti bosenin 

40. AV: Bukan aq juga yg milih dramanya anyway... 

41. AV: Kemaren..aq tiba2 nangis lihat scene 5 act 1 

42. AV: Trus ga tau ya tiba2 keinget sama yg jadi scarecrow 

43. AV: Nightmare sebelum dramaa.. 

44. TA: Yang list crew, mohon bantu ngecek ya siapa tahu saya kurang.... 

45. TA: Sama yang sponsorship agreement udah okekah..? 

46. TA: Itu timetable dan LPJnya bantu ngecek progress anak2 divisinya ya. 

47. AM: Nti k kmpus bisa sih, jam 3an how? 

48. TA: Kita mau bahas mapping light...  

49. HB: Lhah anak2 ndak patio suka nek pak S***t terlalu dominate wlopun 

sebenernya dia baik sih intentionnya 

50. HB: Kalo misal drama productionnya gede, preparation lama, duit banyak mah     

detail sekalian gapapa kaya di broadway hahahahahaha 

51. HB: Lha yang costume tu masih ke pak s***t terus reference nya padahal aku 

juga udah blg nda usah 

52. SP: Kirain lookup lsg, trnyata ketik dlu 

53. SP: Blom di refresh aja kali ay, atau lemot 

54. SP: Tp d home emg g ada ya? 

55. SP: Rangerti yang hide status mksudnya? 

56. SP: Hahahha ya aku kan famous yang 

57. RF: msih belum rapi sih, tp outline nya gitu sek yo 

https://www.facebook.com/vara.asvergie
https://www.facebook.com/vara.asvergie
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58. AT: Jadi introne brp kali? 

59. AT: Nti dirombak pas mau masuk pre chorus e ya c**d? 

60. AT: Asli sound e bgs c**d :D 

 

 

Alternation 

1. HB: Tp aku sudah bilang ke anak2 kalo ini drama FBS, so create and make your 

own stuff. 

2. HB: Ya kalo aku liat sih karena dia belum pernah get involved in the drama 

production. 

3. GD: Maaf kalo aku malah tiba2 curcol…and I know that ‘G’ is your besties 

now. 

4. GD: Aku gk mau ada masalah and you are my best buddy. 

5. HB: Kostum tu dah bikin konsep dan harus re design just because pak ‘S’ thought 

that their ideas were not so artistic 

6. AG: Lha kita mau take scriptnya enaknya kapan ya? 

7. AV: Sounds interesting sihh kalo itu dramanya.. 

8. AT: But I think, kuwi dah lumayan nanti dikulik lagi aja 

9. AT: Sama yang pas mau scream kyke kurang diem c**d, but I like it :D 

 

 

Congruent lexicalization 

1. AM: Itu kan confirm sm dir jg iboooo 

2. HB: But people usually got irritated kan saat their precious and well-thought 

ideas tau2 di kritik 
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APPENDIX 3 

Lists of Participant’s Facebook Chatting Scripts 

 

Chatting Script 1 

 

Date  : October 10th, 2014 

Topic  : Popular Culture assignment 

Length : 30 turns 

 

WM: [Turn 1] ini pnya kelompokku m****g, maaf br online 

[Turn 2] M****g, bisa minta pptnya portfolio sm journal gk? thank you  

DM:  [Turn 1] ak kayaknya belum punya yg itu w**t*,maap ya  

WM:  [Turn 3 ]M****g, ini filenya, 

[Turn 4] maaf sblmnya, ngrepotin km lagi, 

[Turn 5] mksih jg ya M*y 

[Turn 6] haduuh God bless you nak. 

[Turn 7]thx ya M*y 

DM:  [Turn 2] Sama2 w***u Eh w**t*  

WM:  [Turn 8] hahahaha santaaii M*y... 

[Turn 9] aku cb krm lwt email dlu sklian jelasin ke m**nya... 

[Turn 10] aku malah blm dpt email dr mamnya ttg wsheet 2 m****g TT 

[Turn 11] aku smpe buat email baru, tp blm di balas sm m**nya juga... 

[Turn 12] hopeless dah aku may... 

[Turn 13] sorry m****g, ak nda ada pulsa jd gk bales  

DM:  [Turn 3] wehehehehhe,ini ak barusan udah bs log in, 

[Turn 4] nih ak kirim worksheet 2 nya yah 

[Turn 5] semangat w***y!  

WM:  [Turn 14] haduuuh thanks God deh... 

[Turn 15] trma kasih bnyak ya m*y, kelangsungan hidup aku di pop culture ttap 

terjaga  

DM:  [Turn 6] wahahahahahaha,asik,ak d bikinin puisi deh nanti sama w**t*, kikikiki 

[Turn 7] semangat! 

[Turn 8] ak belum baca teksnya malah  

WM:  [Turn 16] hahahaha iya nnti ya, aku baca situasi hati duyu...*jiaah  
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[Turn 17] aduh m*y, itu deskiptif bnget soal popular culture, ak smpe ngantuk 

bacanya 

DM:  [Turn 9] wahahahahahahaha,oke deh w**t*, 

[Turn 10] pake hati buatnyah ini baru berusaha baca,kikikiki  

WM:  [Turn 18] hehehehe deadline gk ada kan?  

[Turn 19] syemangat M****g...! ^^ 

DM:  [Turn 11] wehehehehe,oke oke deh 

 

 

Chatting Script 2 

 

Date  : October 29th, 2014 

Topic  : Computer-Assisted Language Learning (CALL) assignment 

Length : 46 turns 

 

 

PP: [Turn 1] Buenas noches amigos!!! 

[Turn 2] masih pada melek? 

[Turn 3] ini lesson plan sm pptnya... 

[Turn 4] maaf naega sudah dadah2 ke kamera... 

[Turn 5] mau ganti ngrjain proposal... 

[Turn 6] tlg kl ada revisi ato tambahan ya.... 

[Turn 7] jangan lupa dikirim bsk sebelum jam 9 *nama filenya diganti kl prlu* 

[Turn 8] grazie mille  

BA:  [Turn 1] Mianhe nggak bisa ikutan bikin huhuhu  

[Turn 2] kita presentasiny kpn ya? 

[Turn 3] Btw td kelas ngapain aj? 

FY:  [Turn 1] Dikelas td presentasi kayak biasa g*k  

[Turn 2] P****tttt, mau liat bentar yaa 

PP:  [Turn 9]Iyep.. 

[Turn 10] td cm dengerin presentasi kok g*k... 

[Turn 11] ga tau kpn kita presentasi lg... 

[Turn 12] monggo F****a..  

FY:  [Turn 3] P****tt, itu attachmentnya mau dibikin kecil2 tak?? 

[Turn 4] Maksudnya dicopy ke LP skaliaann?? 

https://www.facebook.com/puput.asmani
https://www.facebook.com/brigittadnyana
https://www.facebook.com/puput.asmani
https://www.facebook.com/fredayandi
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[Turn 5] Kok aku liatnya udah bagus yaaa 

PP:  [Turn 13] Boleh2.... 

[Turn 14] itu ga bs dikirim 2"nya ya? 

FY:  [Turn 6] Aku tak taauuuu, tak pernah mencobaaaa  

[Turn 7] Apa dobel2 ajaa, palango kalo ga bisa di kirim??  

PP:  [Turn 14] Oke oke... 

[Turn 15] coba dah.. 

FY:  [Turn 8] Koneksiku lemot bgt ga bisa kirim lepiiii 

[Turn 9] Kalo email gmn?? 

[Turn 10] Minta email dong 

FA:  [Turn 1] Yg word aja kan?? 

[Turn 2] Takkirim ya ni 

[Turn 3] Ppt'nya jg ga?? 

[Turn 4] Quick respond ya 

PP:  [Turn 16] Yg diupload F****a yg word udh ada screenshot ppt.nya m**r... 

FA:  [Turn 5] Ok 

FY:  [Turn 11] Tilimikici p***t a*****rr 

[Turn 12] Sama g*k jugaaa 

PP:  [Turn 17] Matama F**t...  

[Turn 18] naega lg teler proposal ni ufufu :') 

FA:  [Turn 6] F***a jg 

[Turn 7] Proposal?? =.= 

PP:  [Turn 19] belum jadi proposalnya..hiks.. 

FY:  [Turn 13] Jangan ungkit proposaaal,  

BA:  [Turn 1] gaes maap bgt ya aku nggak bisa bantuin apa2. 

[Turn 2] tadi baru nyampe salatiga. 

[Turn 3] maap maaaappp banget:( 

FY:  [Turn 13] tak apa g*k 

PP:  [Turn 20] gpp g*k ssi... 

[Turn 21] bisa dimaklumi kok...  

FA:  [Turn 8] Iya..g*kk.. nyantai aja kali. 

[Turn 9] Turut berduka cita buat j**n ya.  

BA:  [Turn 4] iy makasi yaaa 

https://www.facebook.com/puput.asmani
https://www.facebook.com/puput.asmani
https://www.facebook.com/puput.asmani
https://www.facebook.com/fredayandi
https://www.facebook.com/puput.asmani
https://www.facebook.com/fredayandi
https://www.facebook.com/brigittadnyana
https://www.facebook.com/cah.banyubiru
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PP:  [Turn 20] He.em g*k.. 

[Turn 21] deep condolence ya.. 

BA:  [Turn 5] ne gomawo~ 

FY:  [Turn 10] Deep condolences juga geekk. 

[Turn 11] Maap telaat.. 

BA:  [Turn 5] Tengkyu tengkyuuu 

 

 

Chatting Script 3 

 

Date  : November 30th, 2014 

Topic  : Teaching Practicum portfolio 

Length : 45 turns 

 

 

GD: [Turn 1] Cara buat Teaching reflection awalnya gmn? 

TC:  [Turn 1] Yg individual reflection? 

[Turn 2] Aku lgsg blg pngalamannya.. 

[Turn 3] punyaku ga mutu T.T 

GD:  [Turn 2] Yudh sama....dan bsk semua tugas minta d kerjain barengan ><  

[Turn 3] aku bingung selesaiin yg mana dulu >< 

TC:  T.T 

[Turn 3] Tp yg buat bsk cuma individual kn? 

[Turn 4] Km udh bkin teaching statement? 

GD:  [Turn 4] Iyaaa 

[Turn 5] Aku kalo teaching statement udah tp yo rodo ra mutu  

TC:  [Turn 5] Itu jg pake literature review? 

[Turn 6] Ato gmana? 

GD: [Turn 6] Aku ambil dr website game yang buat angry birds 

[Turn 7] Soalnya mereka buat website buat fun education gt 

[Turn 8] To rak mutu. Wkwkwkwk 

TC:  [Turn 7] Hahaha.. itu yg literature review buat individual ato statement? 

GD:  [Turn 9] Statement 

[Turn 10] Individual gk yakin bisa nemu 

[Turn 11] Baru mau buat soalnya 

https://www.facebook.com/puput.asmani
https://www.facebook.com/brigittadnyana
https://www.facebook.com/gabriella.danica
https://www.facebook.com/tria.citra.31
https://www.facebook.com/gabriella.danica
https://www.facebook.com/gabriella.danica
https://www.facebook.com/tria.citra.31
https://www.facebook.com/gabriella.danica
https://www.facebook.com/tria.citra.31
https://www.facebook.com/gabriella.danica
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[Turn 12] Annotated bibliography sampe yang keberapa? ? 

TC:  [Turn 8] Aku baru sampe 7, kurang 2 T.T 

[Turn 9] Proposal nunggu commentnya bu p*r.. 

GD: [Turn 13] Enaaak 

[Turn 14] Kita kurang 3 masihan 

[Turn 15] Teaching reflection yg individu bro halaman ya? 

[Turn 16] Berapa 

TC:  [Turn 17] Aku ga tau ik.. 

[Turn 18] Tp punyaku 2 lebih 

GD:  [Turn 17] Wooooowwwwwwwww 

TC:  [Turn 19] Km brpa? 

GD:  [Turn 20] Baru mau masuk 2 halaman 

TC:  [Turn 20] Hahaha kelinci 

[Turn 21] Yg teaching statement tu brrti kya analogi gt? 

[Turn 22] Teaching is like a battlefield gt cnthnya? 

GD:  [Turn 21] Wkwkwkwkwk. Hiburan.... 

[Turn 22] Iya kayaknya 

[Turn 23] Aku bilang kyk jalan yang berliku 

 

 

Chatting Script 4 

 

Date  : February 26th, 2015 

Topic  : Drama assignment 

Length : 44 turns 

 

 

AG: -_-  

[Turn 1] drama critanya da fix gitu doang? 

PR: [Turn 1] Lha gmana? 

[Turn 2] Mau d tambah lg? 

[Turn 3] Atau malah mau d ubah? Hehe. . 

AG: [Turn 2] emm.. enaknya part yang mana ya? 

[Turn 3] Conflictnya udah dapet ya? 

PR:  [Turn 4] Keliatannya kmaren uda. 

https://www.facebook.com/tria.citra.31
https://www.facebook.com/gabriella.danica
https://www.facebook.com/tria.citra.31
https://www.facebook.com/gabriella.danica
https://www.facebook.com/tria.citra.31
https://www.facebook.com/gabriella.danica
https://www.facebook.com/gabriella.danica
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[Turn 5] Haha lupa. 

[Turn 6] Tp ne g slh conflictnya ya yg pas ribut itu to. 

[Turn 7] Btw scriptnya yg bawa sapa y? 

AG:  [Turn 4] lhahh malah disconnect internetku -.-“ 

[Turn 5] Ahh i see, iya iya…. 

[Turn 6] udah dapet kayaknya… 

[Turn 7] mungkin kurang bumbu penyedap dikit heheh biar keliatan intense 

heheheh 

[Turn 8] scriptnya ?? 

[Turn 9] Bukan kamu to yang bawa? 

PR:  [Turn 8] Haish. . -_- Bukan okh. . 

[Turn 9] M****g ap ya… 

[Turn 10] Eh uda d krm k fb ku trnyt. . 

[Turn 11] Tp blm tak download. Hehehe. . 

[Turn 12] Lupa lupa 

AG:  [Turn 10] oiya ada dif fb heheh. . 

[Turn 11] lha kita mau take scriptnya enaknya kapan ya ? 

PR:  [Turn 13] Holiday :D 

[Turn 14] Biar semua pada bisa hahaha 

AG:  [Turn 12] hu’um holiday is great.. 

[Turn 13] tapi mereka pada pulang kampung gag ya ? 

PR:  [Turn 15] Ga tau. . Hahaha 

[Turn 16] cb to tanya mereka. . 

[Turn 17] Btw, drama kan msh lama. . 

[Turn 18] Skr focus toefl dulu. . 

[Turn 19] Aku blm prepare ekh. . 

AG:  [Turn 14] oiyaa ya udahlah dibicarain nti aja. . 

[Turn 15] toefl ??? >_< 

[Turn 16] tidaaak 

[Turn 17] Wish that we get a good mark… 

[Turn 18] eman” semester kita udah tinggal ini doang… 

PR: [Turn 20] Sure . . . Hahaha. . 

AG:  [Turn 21] siaapp. . . 
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[Turn 22] c u on kampus… :D 

PR:  [Turn 21] Don’t forget to pick me up. ;D 

AG:  [Turn 23] oiya… siappp.. :D 

 

 

Chatting Script 5 

 

Date  : November 10th, 2014 

Topic  : Annual Drama performance 

Length : 75 turns 

 

ME:  [Turn 1] yg pegang foto2 buat cast n crew calling spa? 

AV:  [Turn 2] r******a.. 

[Turn 3] tadi aq ktmu dia tp ga sempet minta 

ME:  [Turn 2] nnti minta mbok'an 

AV:  [Turn 4] iyoo.. 

[Turn 5] besok tak minta r******a 

ME:  [Turn 3] wah, masa aku ditulis di post-nya yg bandel2 doang  

[Turn 4] enggak yo  selain bandel, gini2 aku yg 'nyuci otaknya' ***i wktu D-day 1 

AV: [Turn 6] mbok apain ig si ***I 

[Turn 7] bukan e dia marah2 di D day 1 

ME:  [Turn 5] ***i wktu d-day 1 depresi langsung aja aku ngomong sma dia klo wktu 

itu kmu ngijinin aku ngomong sma a****, paling langsung dia bsa kluar 

AV:  [Turn 8] mbok bilangin apa emg? 

ME:  [Turn 6] sma ***i mksudnya? 

AV:  [Turn 9] iyaa... 

ME:  [Turn 7] rahasia 

AV:  [Turn 10] hmmmmm  

ME:  [Turn 8] yg pastinya ga ngomong aneh2 

AV:  [Turn 11] mbok omongin apa sih.. 

[Turn 12] aq pnasaran  

ME:  [Turn 9] aku bakal bilang tapi ada syaratnya 

[Turn 10] syaratnya, nambahin di post-mu cast yg m***k wktu d-day 1 sblum 

tampil wkwkwkwk 

AV:  [Turn 13] ga mau  

https://www.facebook.com/RottenApple33
https://www.facebook.com/vara.asvergie
https://www.facebook.com/RottenApple33
https://www.facebook.com/vara.asvergie
https://www.facebook.com/RottenApple33
https://www.facebook.com/RottenApple33
https://www.facebook.com/vara.asvergie
https://www.facebook.com/RottenApple33
https://www.facebook.com/vara.asvergie
https://www.facebook.com/vara.asvergie
https://www.facebook.com/RottenApple33
https://www.facebook.com/vara.asvergie
https://www.facebook.com/RottenApple33
https://www.facebook.com/vara.asvergie
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[Turn 14] buat apa cobaaa 

ME:  [Turn 11] hahaha aku cma nanya gni: Y*k, ortumu dtg ya? 

AV:  [Turn 15] trus? 

ME:  [Turn 12] aku: trus knpa kmu kliatan stress? 

[Turn 13] Y**i: aku rasa tadi kurang, aku gugup aku: kmu bilang kmu gugup, tapi 

aku bilang kmu keren. 

[Turn 14] MEeka dtg ksni buat nnton kmu. 

[Turn 15] ini panggungmu, kmu udah tampil di sini sejak GR 1. 

[Turn 16] keep your head up. 

[Turn 17] aku tau kmu bisa 

[Turn 18] itu inti dari pembicaraannya 

AV:  [Turn 16] thank u ya :') 

ME:  [Turn 19] for? 

AV:  [Turn 17] udah ngbrol sama Y**i biar dia ga stres  

ME:  [Turn 20] it was my calling. 

[Turn 21] aku kan minta hak spesial, yaudah aku pergunakan aja hak spesial yg 

aku minta untuk hal itu 

AV:  [Turn 18] u always be my special cast kok  

ME:  [Turn 22] but, i didn't get that attention from the dirs about ma legs 

[Turn 23] i was touched when mb d**n she was worried for ma legs 

wkwkwkwkwk 

AV:  [Turn 19] hahahaha kan udah diwakilin mb dian  

ME:  [Turn 24] drama thn dpn kira2 apa ya 

AV: [Turn 20] ini lg nyari2 script 

[Turn 21] kmu punya sweeny todd ndakan? 

ME:  [Turn 25] jgn blg drama thn dpn sweeney todd 

AV:  [Turn 22] aq lg kepikiran itu.. 

[Turn 23] mau yg agk kelam gitu 

ME:  [Turn 26] anj*ng, knpa wktu aku udh slsai bru mau sweeney todd?  

[Turn 27] f*ck 

[Turn 28] goddamn it 

[Turn 29] bollocks 

[Turn 30] darn 

https://www.facebook.com/vara.asvergie
https://www.facebook.com/RottenApple33
https://www.facebook.com/vara.asvergie
https://www.facebook.com/RottenApple33
https://www.facebook.com/RottenApple33
https://www.facebook.com/vara.asvergie
https://www.facebook.com/RottenApple33
https://www.facebook.com/vara.asvergie
https://www.facebook.com/RottenApple33
https://www.facebook.com/RottenApple33
https://www.facebook.com/vara.asvergie
https://www.facebook.com/RottenApple33
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AV:  [Turn 24] hey… belum pasti juga.. 

[Turn 25] kemaren baru download versi play nya sweeny todd dan blm smpet aq 

tnton.. 

[Turn 26] masih kepikiran romeo juliet juga kok. 

ME:  [Turn 31] aku ga bakalan terima klo smpe sweeney todd lgpla jgn, cast-nya nnti 

cma dkit 

AV:  [Turn 27] lha yo gpp to.. 

[Turn 28] lebih dikit leabih enak kalo latihan.. 

[Turn 29] ga pusing nyariin banyak orang yg dateng telat wkwkwk 

ME:  [Turn 32] ih, klo smpe sweeney todd, aku ga terima 

AV:  [Turn 30] sounds interesting sihh kalo itu dramanya.. 

[Turn 31] tp kok ya musical lagi 

[Turn 32] pikir q mau bikin yg bukan musical aja..tp kok nya takut e nanti bosenin  

ME:  [Turn 33] ya terserah 

AV:  [Turn 33] bukan aq juga yg milih dramanya anyway... 

ME:  [Turn 34] spa? 

AV:  [Turn 34] mb ***a 

ME:  [Turn 35] haha 

AV:  [Turn 35] kemaren..aq tiba2 nangis lihat scene 5 act 1 

ME:  [Turn 36] krna? 

AV:  [Turn 36] sbelum drama tu aq mimpi penontonnya pada pergi waktu scene itu... 

[Turn 37] trus ga tau ya tiba2 keinget sama yg jadi scarecrow 

ME: [Turn 37]mimpi apaan tuh 

AV:  [Turn 38] nightmare sebelum dramaa.. 

 

 

Chatting Script 6 

 

Date  : January 23rd, 2014 

Topic  : Annual Drama preparation 

Length : 20 turns 

 

TA: [Turn 1] Yang list crew, mohon bantu ngecek ya siapa tahu saya kurang... 

[Turn 2] Sama yang sponsorship agreement udah okekah..? 

https://www.facebook.com/vara.asvergie
https://www.facebook.com/RottenApple33
https://www.facebook.com/vara.asvergie
https://www.facebook.com/RottenApple33
https://www.facebook.com/vara.asvergie
https://www.facebook.com/vara.asvergie
https://www.facebook.com/RottenApple33
https://www.facebook.com/vara.asvergie
https://www.facebook.com/RottenApple33
https://www.facebook.com/vara.asvergie
https://www.facebook.com/RottenApple33
https://www.facebook.com/vara.asvergie
https://www.facebook.com/RottenApple33
https://www.facebook.com/vara.asvergie
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[Turn 3] Itu timetable dan LPJnya bantu ngecek progress anak2 divisinya ya... 

[Turn 4] Gumapta... 

[Turn 5] Ini hadiah tahun baru dari saya...hahahahahah. 

[Turn 6] Be*, where are u..? 

[Turn 7] I nedd to meet u...  

[Turn 8] Kita harus discuss tentang Light drama... 

AM: [Turn 1] ini di kosan i*a, gimana? 

[Turn 2] nti k kmpus bisa sih, jam 3an how? 

TA: [Turn 9] Aisshhhhhh... Telat...  

[Turn 10] Ni skrg kamu dimana..? 

[Turn 11] Cepet...  

[Turn 12] Kita mau bahas mapping light...  

[Turn 13] Sama spot2 light... 

AM:  [Turn 3] mapping light emg ank2 udh dkstw -.-  

[Turn 4] itu kan confirm sm dir jg iboooo 

TA: [Turn 14] Ahhhh, I see.... 

[Turn 15] Adek emang pinter... 

[Turn 16] Hug... Kiss... 

 

 

Chatting Script 7 

 

Date  : March 5th, 2015 

Topic  : Talking about annual drama costume supervisor 

Length : 37 turns 

 

OK:  [Turn 1] Aku penasaran…. 

[Turn 2] what’s going on with mas ‘S’? 

[Turn 3] Im curious and concerned.. 

HB:  [Turn 4] Owh, the last issue I heard sih bahwa pak ‘S’ jadi dominate the situation 

of the crew. 

[Turn 5] Especially costume 

[Turn 6] Kostum tu dah bikin konsep dan harus re design just because pas ‘S’ 

thought that their ideas were not so artistic 

[Turn 7] Beberapa waktu sebelumnya juga dia comment ke art set and prop 
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[Turn 8] Dia sangat detail orangnya a.k.a perfeksionis 

[Turn 9] Padahal kan nek drama asal dari jauh bagus ya udah 

[Turn 10] Nhah sebenernya mungkin intention nya pak ‘S’ ya bagus kan mau 

bantu drama memang 

[Turn 11] Tp aku sudah bilang ke anak2 kalo ini drama FBS, so create and make 

your own stuff 

[Turn 12] Pak ‘S’ fungsinya hanya sebagai referensi 

[Turn 13] Lhah anak2 ndak patio suka nek pak ‘S’ terlalu dominate wlopun 

sebenernya dia baik sih intentionnya 

[Turn 14] Ya kalo aku liat sih karena dia belum pernah get involved in the drama 

production 

[Turn 15] Kalo misal drama productionnya gede, preparation lama, duit banyak 

mah detail sekalian gapapa kaya di broadway hahahahahaha 

OK:  [Turn 4] owwhhh….kalo gt knp ga yang bener2 butuh mas ‘S’ aja baru konsul 

mas ‘S’… 

[Turn 5] Yang bisa DIY ya buat sendiri aja… 

HB:  [Turn 16] Yang art sett sama prop udah gitu 

[Turn 17] Make up juga 

[Turn 18] Lha yang costume tu masih ke pak ‘S’ terus reference nya padahal aku 

juga udah blg nda usah 

OK:  [Turn 6] lha wes takon mas s***t pengene de’e opo? 

HB:  [Turn 19] Wingi D***a mbe c** b**s n e**i wes mrono 

[Turn 20] Aku ra melu 

[Turn 21] N durung ketemu 

[Turn 22] Sesok aku ge ketemu mbe prod assprod 

[Turn 23] Neng ketoke wes clear kok 

OK:  [Turn 7] owhhh…. Soale pengalamanku kerjo mbek mas ‘S’ kie aku hurung tau 

ono masalah opo2… 

[Turn 8] Nak perfeksionis kie iyooo… 

[Turn 9] Tur aku mak masalah art craft memang sepaham mbek mas s***t…. 

[Turn 10] Mung aku gek pisan iki ngerti nek wonge mendominasi banget…. 

[Turn 11] Sak ngertiku wong’e mesti nge’I kebebasan berkreasi… 
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HB: [Turn 24] Mungkin ora mendominasi sih pak, istilah itu kan dari anak2 gitu lho. 

[Turn 25] Ya maksudE dia juga baik mungkin. 

[Turn 26] But people usually got irritated kan saat their precious and well-thought 

ideas tau2 di kritik. 

 

 

Chatting Script 8 

 

Date  : December 7th, 2014 

Topic  : Clarifying misunderstanding between two best friends 

Length : 17 turns 

 

 

GD:  [Turn 1] Beb, yang tadi antara kita aja ya  

[Turn 2] Maaf kalo aku malah tiba2 curcol and I know that ‘G’ is your besties 

now. 

[Turn 3] It’s just not easy to get over what our elementary’s friends done to me  

[Turn 4] I hope you understand 

AK:  [Turn 1] Iya…  

GD:  [Turn 5] Thanks beb….. 

[Turn 6] aku gk mau ada masalah and you are my best buddy. 

[Turn 7] Aku gk mau kita jadi aneh -_- 

AK:  [Turn 8] Iyaaa…  

[Turn 9] Nanti ngobrol deh… Heheh… 

 

 

Chatting Script 9 

 

Date  : November 26th, 2014 

Topic  : Talking about social networking and exchanging information about 

  the activity of the two lovers 

Length : 37 turns 

 

GA:  [Turn 1] hai cowok :3 

[Turn 2] gimana apanya? 

SP:  [Turn 1] in relationship withnya 

[Turn 2] oo bisa2 

[Turn 3] kirain lookup lsg, trnyata ketik dlu 
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GA:  [Turn 3] yauda yang -_- 

[Turn 4] Gak tau sayang -_- 

[Turn 5] Aku mau ngampus ni 

[Turn 6] Makan dulu. 

[Turn 7] Saying minta makan sana 

[Turn 8] Sholat 

[Turn 9] Salah 

[Turn 10] Keknya mereka terharu kamu ada yang mau 

[Turn 11] Iye 

[Turn 12] Td gak ada soalnya. 

[Turn 13] Br ada komen muncul 

SP:  [Turn 4] blom di refresh aja kali ay, atau lemot 

[Turn 5] Tp d home emg g ada ya? 

[Turn 6] Aku g ngrti loh hahahahha 

GA:  [Turn 14] gak deng yang 

[Turn 15] Rame bgt yang temenmu kek pasardaging 

SP:  [Turn 7] rangerti yang hide status mksudnya? 

[Turn 8] Hahahha ya aku kan famous yang 

[Turn 9] Belom dapet duit dari hb :D 

[Turn 10] Kere yang 

[Turn 11] Km makan? 

GA:  [Turn 16] kacian pacarku 

[Turn 17] Utuk utuk 

[Turn 18] Aku jg pulang biar dapet makan dr mama 

SP: [Turn 12] hahhaha yes saying km jg ya 

[Turn 13] Ati2 ya hunny,, 

[Turn 14] Love you :* 

GA:  [Turn 19] gak yang 

[Turn 20] Belum nih 

[Turn 21] loveyoouuu 

[Turn 22] Message me later ya 

[Turn 23] Happy working baby :* 
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Chatting Script 10 

 

 

Date  : April 14th, 2015 

Topic  : Music composing 

Length : 15 turns 

 

….. 

AT: [Turn 1] okee pak 

RF: [Turn 1] msih belum rapi sih, tp outline nya gitu sek yo 

AT: [Turn 2] that’s cool dude 

 [Turn 3] iya c**d gpp 

 [Turn 4] jadi introne brp kali? 

[Turn 5] nti dirombak pas mau masuk pre chorus e ya c**d? 

RF: [Turn 2] intro ne smp melody piano e slse lee 

[Turn 3] Oke sapp 

[Turn 4] Melodi piano e masi lucu meneunut ku 

AT: [Turn 6] oh llhayo 

 [Turn 7] but I think, kuwi dah lumayan nanti dikulik lagi aja 

[Turn 8] sama yang pas mau scream kyke kurang diem c**d, but I like it :D 

[Turn 9] asli sound e bgs c**d :D 

RF: [Turn 5] style2 kok kyak killing me inside bgt yo -_- 

AT: [Turn 10] eh heeh ya? 
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